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9 Arrested So Far In Patient-Abuse Scandal At
Whiting Forensic; 31 Workers Were Suspended

By Josh Kovner

SEPTEMBER 5, 2017, 11:09 PM | MIDDLETOWN

ine state mental-health workers were arrested Tuesday and charged with cruelty to persons in the first

wave of enforcement actions in the largest patient-abuse scandal in memory at the state's maximum-

security forensic hospital.

Additional arrests are forthcoming, state police said.

Among those arrested on felony warrants was a forensic head nurse, Mark Cusson, 49, of Southington, charged

with eight counts of cruelty to persons.

The other workers arrested were Carl Benjamin, 39, of Hamden; Gregory Giantonio, 43, of Deep River; Clayton

Davis, 48, of Hartford; Bruce Holt, 39, of Columbia; Robert Larned, 45, of Hebron; Willie Bethea, 45, of
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Middletown; Seth Quider, 34, of Enfield; and Lance Camby, 48, of New Britain.

All were charged with cruelty to persons and disorderly conduct. Arraignments are scheduled for this week in

Superior Court in Middletown.

Cusson earned $181,349 last year. The pay included a base salary of $90,667, a night differential of $20,079,

and overtime of $69,988. In reviews of Whiting and the rest of Connecticut Valley Hospital, state auditors have

questioned what they view as excessive overtime, classifying it as both a safety and a fiscal issue.

Thirty-one mental-health workers — 29 direct-care workers and nurses and two managers — were suspended

through the spring and summer over videotaped evidence of sustained and progressively serious abuse of a 62-

year-old patient in one of the locked wards at maximum security Whiting Forensic Division. Most of the

division's patients have been acquitted of crimes by reason of insanity.

Sen. Heather Somers, a Republican of Groton and co-chair of the public health committee, said she will ask her

fellow chair persons to support a call for a public hearing on the abuse and the excessive overtime.

She said the abuse represents a violation of basic human rights, regardless of the patients' backgrounds, and

said the duration of the maltreatment points to a serious lack of leadership.

"I'd like to know who's in charge. For this to have gone on for so long without raising a red flag is totally

unacceptable on so many levels," she said.

With regard to overtime, Somers said, "How can a nurse work in a difficult environment with compromised

patients for that long? It would not happen in the private sector. It's not safe for the patients and it's not safe for

the providers."

The initial arrests follow weeks of investigation in the sprawling abuse case. The videotapes provided a starting

point, but detectives also interviewed witnesses who described seeing abuses of the patient long before the

recent episodes began, according to sources with knowledge of the case.

At least several of the workers, who are all still receiving pay though they have been on leave for weeks, have

already retained criminal-defense lawyers.

Early this year, a whistleblower drew attention to the videotaped evidence of abuse, which had gone on for

weeks, raising questions about supervision and protocols at Whiting.

The Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services said it has cooperated with the criminal investigators

from the outset.

The agency reiterated Tuesday that it "finds the nature of the abuse described in the allegations reprehensible.

The arrests reinforce that this type of behavior will not be tolerated within our service system."
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In an earlier statement, the agency said it would "complete a thorough human-resources investigation once the

criminal investigation into these allegations is complete. We continue to work to identify more ways to improve

patient care and safety and will do whatever is necessary to prevent future incidents."

The state Department of Public Health recently issued a 102-page inspection report on Whiting, saying as many

as 40 staff members "were identified in the video log as being abusive or witnessing abuse" and not reporting it,

and that another eight workers were talking on their cellphones or had left the immediate area while they were

supposed to be constantly observing the patient who was the victim of the abuse.

Mental-health officials said that the agency suspended the 31 workers believed most culpable and that some of

the other staff members referred to by DPH had committed work-rule violations that didn't warrant being

placed on leave.

The DPH report, in addition to detailing patient abuse, noted several fundamental deficiencies, including that

some nurses and treatment workers were not monitoring the video-surveillance cameras that show all of the

activity in the wards; that some workers lacked training in restraint techniques; and that a number of basic

policies were not being followed.

The Courant reported on June 5 that the patient — admitted in 1995 after being acquitted by reason of insanity

in the death of his elderly father in Greenwich — was systematically kicked, jabbed, poked and taunted by a

succession of staff over a period of weeks early this year — and that it was all captured by video-surveillance

cameras that routinely operate in the locked wards of Whiting.

The public-health investigation, done at the request of federal Medicaid regulators, probed behind those locked

doors, and describes with graphic clarity the nearly continuous, unprovoked and systematic abuse of a 62-year-

old patient whose court-ordered commitment has actually expired. He is being held at Whiting, which is on the

grounds of Connecticut Valley Hospital, because he is too mentally ill to function outside the hospital.

The report describes treatment workers and some nurses arbitrarily going into the patient's room, kicking him,

throwing food and liquids on him, or pulling the sheet over his head — and then simply walking out of the

room, only to return later to repeat the actions. The report describes the patient being flipped off his bed onto

the floor in the middle of the night and cowering in a darkened corner of the room. At one point "an incontinent

diaper" was placed on his head. The video captures staff members taunting and bullying the patient and

occasionally striking him, the report states.

Here is a typical passage of the report, drawn from hours of video footage of the activities in and around the

patient's room:

"FTS #32 [forensic treatment worker] ... starts hitting/tapping/pulling at patient. FTS #28 gets out of chair and

hits the patient, [then] kicks the patient repeatedly while sitting in chair. FTS #32 kicks the patient in the head.

FTS #31 kicks the patient while the patient is in bed."



On another shift, "FTS #30 wakes patient up ... and begins to pour liquid towards the patient's face as the

patient is lying down. FTS #30 leaves the room to get a jug of water. ... He immediately starts to pour liquid at

the patient."

On yet another shift, "FTS #52 [part of the team assigned to constantly monitor the patient] appears to be

sleeping in the corner. FTS #24 is reclined in chair, feet on bed near patient's head, facing ceiling, asleep. ... FTS

#23 scolds the patient with rolled up sheets of paper, hits the patient in the head with it three times, while RN

#28 [registered nurse] watches from a seat in the hall."
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